Sunshine Coast Spinners and Weavers Guild

Announcements
We have a LOT of books 📕
that are overdue from the
library! This reminder is sent
with the hope that you’ll dig
in your basket of spinning
fleece, root through your
bookshelves and under the
bed, check behind your loom
or in the bathroom cupboard
to see if you have any items
that need to be returned.
Others might be ’needing'
that book or magazine.
Thank you!
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The March Meeting
was, because of the cancelled February meeting, necessarily very
productive. Members voted unanimously to pass the guild budget for
2019. They also voted to allocate to the newly-formed Sunshine
Coast Fibreshed association the funds accumulated in their account
when they were a project of the guild, which they more than earned
with their displays and sales at every possible community event.

However, it wasn’t all business…

… the Librarian

The guild website will be
undergoing renovation
beginning in April.

Trish Clooney made some pets for her younger generation.

For Sale

Jeannie Pataky showed

36” Harrisville Designs, 4
Harness Floor Loom. Includes
Signe’s Width Holder, 1 reed
and accessories. Excellent
condition. Asking $1000.

knitted from local wool.

her shawl, spun and

phone Glenis at 778-240-1259

and there was inspirational weaving!
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For Sale, continued
24” Woolhouse, 8 Harness
Folding Table Loom, includes
folding stand and shelf, 12
dent reed and accessories.
Very good condition. Asking
$400.
Reeds: 6-dent, $35; 10-dent,
$40; 12-dent, $45; 16-dent,
$45
Four Boat Shuttles @ $20 each
Warping Board @ $60
Stick Shuttles, $3.50 to $5.00
Bobbin Winder @ $50
Bobbins $1.00 each
phone Glenis at 778-240-1259

Our
Colleague
Ursula
Bentz
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There were samples of techniques…

participated in an
on-line course on
felted garment
construction given
by Fiona Duthie,
and showed fellow
members what she
leaned at the
March meeting.

… and completed garments.

Still Available
36” LeClerc Artisat
4-shaft jack loom, includes
bench. All in very good shape.
Also many attachments and
yarns.
$650.00 in Gibsons
email gill@lynedrive.com

Ursula indicated that
she would be open to
giving a workshop to
share her newly-gained
knowledge. Discussions
are ongoing.
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Many of us have done it …
ordered a tool or a part from a distant supplier and then spent weeks waiting for it to arrive, and wondering
if it would be satisfactory when it did arrive. Wouldn’t it be great if we could go to a local craftsperson with
a sample of the item we wanted?
Lyndon Bradford does woodworking like this

and like this
for enjoyment in his retirement.
And he lives in upper Gibsons.
His business card states that he does lathe turning,
custom carving and repairs. Yarn bowls like the one
shown here will be available at his booth at the ferry
terminal this summer.. At least one guild member plans
to ask if he can adapt that lazy kate for supported
spindles.
Call him at 604 886 0943
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The Book Corner
Fair Isle knitting is a
much-loved traditional
technique used for
making sweaters and
hats that often end up
as family heirlooms.
Thanks to the global
revival in fiber arts in
recent years, countless
people have added a
trip to the Shetland
Islands (including the
Fair Isle) to their
bucket list; indeed,
registration for the
annual Shetland Wool
Week is increasingly
competitive. Many of
us will remember the
interesting and
colourful presentation that Doreen gave to our guild meeting after her participation in Shetland Wool Week
and her trip to those northern British Isles.
However, for those unable to make a pilgrimage to that origin of the tradition, there may be a small
consolation when it comes to stranded knitting: there is freedom in exploring playful, modern fair-isle
patterns which do not adhere to the circumsbribed traditional designs. Don’t misunderstand, I am crazy about
those x’s and o’s, peeries and geometric borders. But how about a round of monkeys or spiders on the yoke
of a child’s pullover? Perhaps bees or owls or raccoons? Personally, I have fallen for the many sea-inspired
‘overall patterns’ with names quite appropriate to the design – undertow, tempest, tides. All of these motifs
and more, can be found in Alterknit Stitch Dictionary, a delightfulbook by Andrea Rangel which is chock-full
of 200 original stranded-knit patterns. It includes five original knitting patterns for a hat, mitts, a cowl, a
cardigan and a pullover. Andrea is not only a prolific designer featured in Interweave Knits, Knitscene, and
Brooklyn Tweed’s publication, Wool People, but as a resident of Vancouver Island, she is also a neighbour!
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